Press Release
Open Access Technologies and codeMantra Announce Strategic Partnership
Partnership Allows Open Access Technologies to Extend codeMantra’s Robotic Process Automation
Publishing Platform to Accessibilities Market
Nashua, N.H. and BOSTON – March 21, 2018 – Open Access Technologies, Inc. (OAT), an accessibility product
technology company focused on making complex data accessible to all people, has entered into a strategic
partnership with codeMantra, provider of content-centric Robotic Process Automation (RPA) solutions across the
entire content lifecycle. The partnership will allow OAT to deliver Accessible Robotic Publishing Automation
(ARPA), extending codeMantra’s market leading robust electronic publishing platform to the accessibility market for
corporate enterprises, the government, academic and various industries.
“codeMantra has solved the complex content production and content management needs within the academic
publishing industry, and now with our partners at OAT, we will make our RPA for content and advanced platform
technologies more accessible, more affordable and more available,” said Ed Marino, CEO at codeMantra. “OAT’s
deep experience in accessibility will help us adapt this technology to the market and take accessibility to a new level.
Together, we are solving an enormous problem using the combination of codeMantra technology and OAT knowhow.”
OAT is the next generation of software accessibility where user centered design and development are the foundation
of every product. codeMantra’s unified platform enables customers to implement a complete publishing strategy
from content creation to delivery.
Mike Paciello, renown accessibility expert and co-founder and Chairman of OAT, comments, “In the world of
accessibility, emerging technologies are still challenged by a single point of truth – is the content, the data and
information, usable and accessible to all persons? The dyslexic, visually impaired and blind and any other person
who is not able to easily render published electronic content, need to experience the successful interaction with that
content, as individuals without disabilities. This partnership delivers on OAT’s mission to achieve total user
inclusiveness, empowerment, accessibility and optimized user experience of electronic published information.”
“This is an exciting time of growth for OAT with an exclusive opportunity to go to market with codeMantra’s proven
RPA platform for the accessible marketplace,” said Howard Berke, President and CEO of OAT. “In the information
age where knowledge is pervasive, the accessibility and usability of that knowledge must be equally pervasive. We
look forward to leveraging codeMantra’s global resources to further extend our provision of accessibility to
corporate enterprises, government agencies and academic institutions worldwide.”
Visit OAT this week at CSUN (California State University, Northridge) Assistive Technology Conference, taking
place on Monday, March 19 – Friday, March 23, 2018 in San Diego, Calif., booth #416.
About codeMantra
codeMantra is a Boston based technology company offering content-centric Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
solutions across the entire content lifecycle. The company provides a wide range of content production and
management services for academic and trade publishers, NGO’s, corporations and institutions. Initially developed for
the complex requirements in the publishing industry, codeMantra solutions cover an increasingly wide range of
industries that help customers take control of their content and processes. In addition to its Boston headquarters,
codeMantra has offices in London and Chennai, India. For information, contact Susan Peterson at
susan@codemantra.com or +1 908-239-5519.
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About Open Access Technologies, Inc. (OAT)
Based in Nashua, New Hampshire, OAT is an early stage provider of accessibility technology products. The
company develops technologies that provide accessibility to all data, visualizations, deep graphics and content. OAT
was co-founded by Mike Paciello, world-renowned expert in software and web accessibility, and Howard Berke,
serial entrepreneur and high tech start-up executive. For more information, visit: http://www.openaccesstech.com/.
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